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§ 1. Introduction
Let G be a compact Lie group, V a (complex) representation of G and
AveKG(V) the Thorn class. Since KG(V) is a free J?(G)-module generated by
AK (cf. [1]), there is an element 0k(7) e R(G) such that ij/k(l,v) = ek(V) - AF. The
element 9k(V) is called the Bott cannibalistic class of V.
By Kg( ) we denote the jRO(G)-graded equivariant K-theory. Since
Ok(V) is not a unit of R(G), the Adams operation \l/k is not always a (stable)
cohomology operation (cf. section 3). So the purpose of this paper is to show
the following :
For a finite group G, \j/k is a cohomology operation of K%( )®Z[-£-] if
and only if (|G|, fc) = 1 (for details see Theorem 3.1).
This paper is organized as follows : In section 2 we show that the element
Ok(V) is a unit of £(G)®Z[-J-] if (|G|, fc)=l. In the next section the main
theorem is proved.
If G is a p-group, then Atiyah and Tall showed that 9k(V) is a unit of -R(G)

®z; (cf. [2]).
§ 2e The Bott

Classes

First recall the following properties of Ok(V) (see [2]):
Lemma 2eL Let V and W be representations of G and s: R(G)->Z the
augmentation. Then
(ii) Ok(V) = l + V+~> + Vk-1
if dim 7=1,
(iii) E(ek(Vy) = k"
if dimV=n.
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From now on we assume that G is a finite group, N, k integers such that
(N9 k) = l and |G| devides N.
Proposition 2,2. Let V be a one dimensional representation of G. Then
there exists a polynomial fN

>fc (x)eZ[-£-][x]

such that

in
To prove Proposition 2.2 we need the following lemma:
Lemma 2.3. Let R be a (commutative) ring (with unity) such that k is
invertible and reR. I f r N = l, then there exists fN}k(x) e Z [-±-] [x] such that

Proof of Proposition 2.2. Since VN = 1 and Ok(V) = l + V+~- + Vk~l by
Lemma 2.1, Ok(V)fNtk(V) = l by Lemma 2.3.
Proof of Lemma 2.3.

Let £ be a primitive IV-th root of 1 then we have

and

If we denote the matrix
/

0

1

...

"""

V

l

N—

Xfl—i

XQ

*'*

Xpf—

X1

X2

'" XQ

by A(x09 Xi,--, Xjv-O then
det^(x 0 , x 1 ,.-,x j v _ 1 )= n1(x0 + C l x 1
j=0

Since (A:, N) = l, we can write k = sN + t(s, teZ) with l ^ f ^ J V - 1 and(f, JV)=1.
Put M — s + 1 if 0 ^ / < f and Mf = 5 if t^i^N-L Then

and
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i=0

i=l

1=1

i=l

Since the determinant is a unit of Z [-{-], there exists a^eZ^] such that
Oo, a l 9 - - - , a^-iMOo* MI,--, Wjv-i) = 0> 0,---, 0).
Putting fNtk(x) = a0 + a1x-\ ----- ± - a N _ l x N ~ l , we have
(l + r + . - . + r*-0/^(r) = l.

Q.E.D.

Define fc^U^i,-, ^)eZ[-i-][^l5-., XJ by
^"U^lC*!*'--, ^) 9 "- 5 t r n ( x l 9 - - - , X B ))= n/^fcCXi),

where cr,- is the z'-th elementary symmetric function. Then we have
Theorem 2A Let V be an n-dimensional representation of G and k an
integer such that (|G|,fc)= l. Then

Proof.

Let {CJ be all cyclic subgroups of G, then the restriction
a

is a monomorphism. Since Ok,fNik and h^k commute with restrictions, we may
assume that G is cyclic. Since every irreducible representation of a cyclic group
is one dimensional, V is a sum of one dimensional representations : V= Vl
- + Vn. Note that

and 9k(V)= Yl ^k(Vi)2.2.

^

Then Theorem 2.4 is an easy consequence of Proposition
Q.E.D.

Corollary 2.5. The element Ok(V) is a unit of JR(G)®Z[-f] if (\G\9 fc) = l.
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§ 3. Proof of the Main Theorem
If (|G|,fc)= 1, then we can extend the Adams operation \l/k over KG(
by the commutative diagram
KG (^ A X+) [il

dk(a)Y

^'k > KG(Z« A X+) [J ]

Tr^co

Tr*o>

where co is the regular representation of G.
Let If be a subgroup of G and Ind|j: R(H)-+R(G) the induction homomorphism. Recall that KG(G/H) = R(H) and KG(G/G) = R(G). Following
Nishida [5], Indg is the transfer
p*:KG(GIH) -

>KG(G/G)

for p: G/H-+G/G and every transfer commutes with cohomology operations.
So if \l/k\ KG( )[-f]->Xg( )[-i-] is a cohomology operation, Ind|°^
= ^ fc olndg: fl(#)[^]-»K(G) [-£-]. Moreover since ,R(G) is torsion free,
Indgo^fc = ^Mndg: jR(l/)-> ,R(G) if \l/k is a cohomology operation of K$( )[^]theory.
Now we can prove the following :
Theorem 3.L Let G be a finite group and k an integer.
fol lowing s are equivalent:

Then the

(i)
(ii) for any representation V of G, Ok(V) is a unit of
(iii) i//k: K$( )[-^]-»Kg( )[-^] is a cohomology operation
and

(iv)

Indgo^* = ^Mndg: R(H)-+R(G)for any subgroup H ofG.

Proof. Clearly it remains to prove that (iv) implies (i). Suppose (iv)
is true and a prime p devides (|G|, k). Then there exists gleG such that gl
is of order p (cf. [3]). Put # = {!}, then Indg (l) = co. Note that
Xca(9)

f |G|
I 0

if g = l
otherwise,

where g e G and im is the character of the regular representation CD of G (cf.
[6]). Now we have
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and

X**-ind&(i)(0i) =X^(c»(9i) = Xco(9i) = XM) = \G\ .
This shows that Ind# o\l/k^\l/k°lnd(jj,

which contradicts to (iv).

Q. E.D.
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